Abstract. In [4, 5] , J. Plonka introduced a concept of the diagonal n-dimensional algebra as well as the generalized n-dimensional diagonal algebra as a generalization of a certain class of semigroups. In [5] , (generalized) n-dimensional diagonal algebras were characterized as diagonal algebras (without idempotency property) (AL)D,p) such that A, D are disjoint, the subalgebra (D,p\D) is an n-dimensional diagonal idempotent algebra, and there exists a retraction / : AllD -* D satisfying p (xi,..., x n ) = p{f(xi),..., /(x n )). The theory was further developed and generalized for universal algebras of arbitrary types, e.g. by J. Slapal who applied a categorical view point. In [9] a generalized (i.e. without idempotency property) diagonal algebra of type I is introduced, and the necessary and sufficient condition for diagonality is given. In the case of p being a binary operation it is proved that diagonality of a grupoid is equivalent with the condition x(yz) = xz = (xy)z so that diagonal grupoids are semigroups. Further, a complete survey of diagonal grupoids with cardinality |X\ = 2,3 is given, and an example of a diagonal grupoid with |X| = 12 is presented. In [13] all diagonal and idempotent binary operations on a set consisting of four elements are presented. In [10] it is shown that the class of diagonal algebras of a fixed type together with the family of homomorphisms as morphisms form a cartesian closed category.
Now let us present a construction which yields an algebra of type I on the product Ilie/-^» an arbitrary family of sets Xi,i G / and let us prove that in fact, any algebra of type I arises via such a construction. CONSTRUCTION of the algebra D = D(X, {Xi \ i e I}, a, (3) . Let X be a non-empty set, let {Xi \ i G 1} be a family of sets and let a :
-> X, ¡3 : X -> be a couple of maps satisfying a/3 = idj-j^.. Note that a is a coretraction in the category of sets and hence a monomorphism while (3 is a retraction and consequently an epimorphism. Let us introduce a map ¡3 : 
Proof. 
= (e[(n[y,i])p,i])p= (Qfap,»])p= (e[*T2,*])p = (ff[y,*])p. • THEOREM 1 (Representation theorem). Lei (X,p) be a diagonal algebra of type I. Then there exists a system {Xi \ i € 1} of sets and a couple a, (3 of maps with the properties mentioned above such that (X,p) = (B, p) = B(X,{Xi\ieI},a,p).
Proof. For each ¿ G I let us consider a binary relation R{ on X given by
Obviously Ri, i G I are equivalence relations. Let Xi := X/R{ denote the factor set for and let (x) i denote the equivalence class represented by an element x G X. Let us introduce a map Remark. Obviously, a diagonal algebra D (X, {Xi \ i G I},a,¡3) is idempotent if and only if a is surjective which means that both a and ¡3 are bijections. So according to the Theorem 2 any diagonal idempotent algebra is isomorphic with the algebra {Xi \ i € /}, id, id), in correspondence with [4, 5] .
According to the Theorems 1, 2, an operation p of a prescribed type I on a given underlying set X is fully determined by a couple of maps a, 0. In the finite case, i.e. if X is of finite cardinality and p is an n-ary operation, I = {l,...,n}, a suitable computer program can be used to find all (up to isomorphism and duality) diagonal operations on X, maybe with some additional properties.
Let us illustrate the general theory by examples. . We obtain a diagonal semigroup given by Slapal in [9] . EXAMPLE 2. The following fifteen matrix tables define the maps a and f3 for nine diagonal semigroups of order six which axe neither isomorphic nor antiisomorphic. Moreover, any diagonal semigroup of order six is either isomorphic or antiisomorphic with one of the semigroups listed below. For the sake of simplicity, the first rows and columns of the tables were omitted. 
